**Dell Preferred Account**

Savings start now

$150 OFF

**SELECT PCs**

For personal use

---

**INSPIRON 15 5000 2-IN-1**

15" 2-in-1 with four flexible modes and optional features like infrared camera for facial recognition and Full HD display. 7th gen Intel® Core™ i7 Processor, Windows 10 Home, 8GB Memory* & 1TB* Hard Drive, 15.6" Full HD touch display.

Market value*: $1,574.99 | after $275 total savings

**$699.99**

**ALIENWARE 15**

15" gaming laptop with high-performance graphics and a premium hinge-forward design. 7th gen Intel® Core™ i7 Processor, Windows 10 Home, 15.6" Full HD Display, 8GB* memory* & 128GB SSD + 1TB hard drive, AMD Radeon™ R9 M470 with 8GB GDDR5

**$1,299.99**

**XPS 13**

Dell’s smallest 13-inch laptop with an InfinityEdge display, amazing both inside and out. 7th gen Intel® Core™ i5 Processor, Windows 10 Home, 8GB memory* & 256GB* SSD, 13.3" Full HD InfinityEdge display.

Market value*: $1,099.99 | after $150 total savings

**$949.99**

**WHY WAIT? GET THE TECHNOLOGY YOU NEED TODAY.**

Low monthly payments available with Dell Preferred Account.*

Learn More: Dell.com/dpa

---

Valid dates: 5/2/17 – 5/15/17 6:00 a.m. EST

Valid for U.S. Dell Member Purchase Program/Dell University new purchases only. Dell reserves the right to cancel orders arising from pricing or other errors. *System memory may be used to support graphics, depending on system memory size and other factors. *Hard drive capacity varies with preloaded material and will be less. Offers shown for consumer purchases only. *Graphics and system memory (RAM): GB means 1 billion bytes, MB means 1 million bytes and TB equals 1 trillion bytes; significant system memory may be used to support graphics, depending on system memory size and other factors. Hard drives: GB means 1 billion bytes and TB means 1 trillion bytes; actual capacity varies with preloaded material and operating environment and will be less. *DELL PREFERRED ACCOUNT (DPA): Offered to U.S. residents by WebBank, who determines qualifications for and terms of credit. Taxes, shipping and other charges are extra and vary. Dell and the Dell logo are trademarks of Dell Inc. *Offer valid on select systems found at dell.com/studentoffer. Coupon valid with select other offers, but not with other coupons. One per customer. One-time use only.